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Summary--This paper presents a newly developed analytical model for predicting the impact 
behaviour of soft armours. It can be used to calculate the armour ballistic curve as well as the 
impact force, the tension in each layer, the displacement and velocity of the layers and projectile, 
the yarn stresses and strains and the damaged area. Fibres are assumed to be linear elastic up to 
fracture and the projectile perfectly rigid. 

N O T A T I O N  
m projectile mass 
V impact velocity 

L 1 armour length 
L 2 armour width 
H armour thickness 
n number of layers 
E fibre dynamic Young's modulus 
p fibre volumetric density 

yarn diameter 
d distance between two parallel yarns in the plane of the fabric 
er yarn fracture strain 
h distance between layers 
D projectile diameter 
So projectile incident surface 

c longitudinal wave velocity 
t penetration time 
a acceleration 
S yarn cross-sectional area 

Roylance coefficient 
/~ friction coefficient between primary and secondary yarns 
fl contact angle between primary and secondary yarns 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The behav iou r  of  soft a r m o u r s  when impac ted  by a solid object  is the subject  of  much 
numerica l ,  ana ly t ica l  and  exper imenta l  research.  Nevertheless ,  the p rob l e m has not  yet  
been solved no r  fully unders tood .  The  object  of  pene t r a t ion  mechanics  research is to identify 
those pa r ame te r s  defining the pe r fo ra t ion  phenomenon .  Some years  ago  impac t  res is tant  
mate r ia l s  cha rac t e r i za t ion  was t rea ted  by  empir ica l  me thods  I-l]. N o w a d a y s  there are  three 
a p p r o a c h e s  used to quant i fy  the pene t r a to r  and  a r m o u r  in teract ion:  empir ical ,  numer ica l  
and  ana ly t ica l  methods .  Empi r i ca l  me thods  seek to es tabl ish  s imple re la t ions  between some 
of  the pa r ame te r s  which define the project i le  and  the a r m o u r  in te rac t ion  inc luding their  
ma te r i a l  proper t ies ,  their  geomet ry  and  its velocity. These  pa rame te r s  and  some others,  
exper imen ta l ly  measured ,  i.e. pene t r a t ion  depth ,  bal l is t ic  l imit  veloci ty VS0, etc. lead to 
pa r ame t r i c  equat ions .  This  m e t h o d  is useful only  when there are  a very l imited n u m b e r  
of  var iables  to cor re la te  [2].  
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Numerical methods are based on finite elements or finite differences codes. Since the 
equations governing the impact of solids are in general, nonlinear, numerical analysis of 
penetration mechanics allows a more correct material representation and a more precise 
simulation of the process. The disadvantage of this method arises from the high computer 
time (CPU) involved I-3,4]. 

Analytical methods enable the study of penetration mechanics from the general 
continuum mechanics equations. The aim is the development of models for approximating 
in the closest way the materials behaviour. In this case, a real knowledge of the physical 
phenomenon taking place during the penetration process is necessary in order to select the 
most proper parameters. Such parameters will be included in the equations governing the 
solids interaction during the impact. Because of the computer resources involved and the 
expense in performing a large variety of parametric studies, there has been considerable 
interest in intermediate or engineering modelling [5]. 

This paper presents the results of an analytical model developed by the authors which 
analyses the penetration mechanics for soft armours. 

2. TECHNIQUE 

2.1. Introduction 

The problem considered is as follows: a rigid projectile of mass m and velocity v impacts 
a soft armour which is considered as a plate (length Lx, width L2 and thickness H) made 
of n layers of fabric. Ply orientation is arbitrary. All plies are assumed to possess the same 
weaving as well as basis weight (weight/unit area). 

The input data defining the target area: 

fibre dynamic Young's modulus E 
fibre volumetric density p 
yarn diameter 
distance between two parallel yarns in the plane of the fabric d 
yarn fracture strain e r 
target dimensions L 1, L 2, H 
distance between layers h 
number of layers n 

The input data defining the projectile are: 

mass m 
diameter D 
incident surface So 
impact velocity V 

The model is based on the conservation of momentum and it calculates the projectile 
speed when it strikes each lamina. The stress analysis is based on the general assumption 
that the fibre behaviour is linear elastic [6]. 

When the projectile is impacting the armour plate every layer is subjected to a high 
strain rate. Therefore the material properties exhibited by the armour during the impact 
are not the static ones. In order to simulate the armour mechanical behaviour during the 
impact the properties considered of both fibres Young's modulus and fibres fracture strain 
are the dynamic values. 

Since the material properties used in modelling the armour are the dynamical ones, the 
fracture criterion adopted has been that of maximum strain. Every layer contributes to 
stopping the projectile until it achieves its fracture strain. 

Other assumptions are the following: 

• the projectile is perfectly rigid 
• the different armour layers are separated by a constant distance "h" 
• the projectile motion between one layer and the next is one of uniform deceleration 
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K49 ~S 
I =5Opt 

Fig. 1. Traces obtained from high speed photographs showing the upper portion of the impacted 
yarn. S is the upper support and O the point of impact. Incident velocity of projectile: 129 m/s: 

interval between flashes: 50 s. 
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Fig. 2. Modelling of one impacted yarn. Situation after t seconds. 

• material properties remain constant during the impact 
• there is no friction between the projectile and the armour plate, and 
• the contact force is concentrated on the plate centre. 

The boundary conditions are incorporated into the program when the wave reaches the 
plate border. Thereafter, the effective area which collaborates in decelerating the projectile 
is the whole plate area. 

2.2. Modelling of single yarns behaviour under transverse impact 

A yarn is a more or less parallel grouping of fibres which serves as a textile structural 
component. Filament yarns are made of continuous filaments with twist or random 
interlacing, or with neither, depending on the severity of handling of the yarn during 
subsequent processing, and on the yarn roundness desired in the finished fabric [7]. 

Figure 1 illustrates the longitudinal wave deformation pattern of an aramid yarn without 
matrix when impacted by a fragment simulating the projectile. Traces are made from 
high-speed photographs showing the upper portion of the impacted yarn. The incident 
velocity is 120 m/s and the interval between flashes is 50 #s [8]. 

Taking into account the experimental yarn behaviour observed by Morrison, Fig. 2 
represents the modelling of one of those traces experimentally observed. Figure 2(a) depicts 
the moment when the projectile strikes the yarn. 
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As the projectile strikes the yarn a longitudinal wave starts to propagate along the yarn 
at the speed 

c --  (1) 

where E is the fibre dynamic Young's modulus, and p is the fibre volumetric density. 
Figure 2(b) graphically displays the penetration phenomenon model proposed when the 

projectile has travelled a distance Ay after At seconds. At that moment, the reaction F 
decelerating the projectile will be the resultant of the tension withstood by the yarn in the 
projectile trajectory direction. 

Taking into account the hypothesis above, the new projectile velocity v~, the reaction 
F, the acceleration al, and the distance travelled Ay, are: 

vl = V-a1 .At (2) 

F = 2 T 1 sin0 (3) 

2T1 , , 2T  1 Ay 
a l = - -  sin0 ~ (4) 

m m cat 

1 al(At)2. (5) Ay= V. A t - ~  

The yarn tensile deformation e is: 

¢ ( c .  At) 2 + (Ay) 2 - c. At 
(6) 1 

c.At 

and the tension (force) withstood by the yarn is: 

2 L \ c . A t )  4 \ c . A t #  _] 
(7) 

where: 
V 
c 

r~ 

At 

is the impact velocity of the projectile 
is the wave speed 
is the tension (force) withstood by the yarn 
is the time elapsed 

m is the projectile mass 
Ay is the distance travelled by the projectile, and 
S is the yarn cross-sectional area. 
A system of three equations and three unknowns is obtained that it is solved by an 

iterative scheme. 

2.3. Modelling of layers made of crossed unwoven yarns 

Soft armours are made of several fabric layers obtained each of them by weaving the 
yarns [9]. Once the type of fibre is specified, a fabric is defined by its basis weight and its 
type of weaving or architecture, i.e. plain weave of 280 g/m 2, satin weave of 181 g/m 2 etc. 
Figure 3(a) depicts the coarse weaving of a plain weave where both the distance between 
two parallel yarns of the fabric d and the yarn diameter • are defined. 

In order to separate the different mechanisms involved during the impact of projectiles 
against fabrics, the behaviour of an ideal armour made of layers formed of gathered crossed 
unwoven yarns has been primarily studied. Parallel yarns are of constant cross-sectional 
area S, and their diameter centres are separated by a constant distance d. Figure 3(b) depicts 
the architecture of one of these ideal layers. 
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Fig. 3(a). Architecture of a plain weave fabric. (b). Architecture of a layer made of gathered crossed 

unwoven yarns. 
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Fig. 4. Mode l l ing  of n layers  of crossed unwoven  yarns.  S i tua t ion  when  the project i le  reaches  the 

f ict i t ious n + 1 layer.  

Figure 4 represents the modell ing of  a soft a rmour  made of n ideal layers formed of  
gathered crossed unwoven  yarns when the projectile reaches the fictitious n + 1 layer. Layers 
are separated by a constant  distance h. 

When  the projectile reaches the n + 1 layer the equat ion system is [10]: 

v.=v._~-a. . ( t . - t ._O (8) 

2 T (n - i+ l ) . k  a.=- ~ (9) 
m i=1 ic'(tn-ti-1) 

2.S.  

+ '"- '  - 2 " - "  L 5 7 ) J (lO) 

1 2 
h : v n _  1 .(t~-t~_l)-~adt, l t . _ , )  (10 
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which is a system of n + 3 equations and n + 3 unknowns: v,, a,, t, and T~ = 1 ..... n. These 
can be calculated by an iterative scheme. 

2.4. Modellino of fabrics under transverse impact 

Until now only the yarns' ballistic behaviour has been considered and the behaviour of 
ideal layers of a fabric made of gathered crossed unwoven yarns has been predicted directly 
from those of the yarns, which is a reasonable assumption [7]. 

Soft armours are made of several fabric layers obtained each of them by weaving the 
yarns [9]. During the weaving operation, the warp (longitudinal) yarns are bent about the 
filling yarns which are inserted by means of a flying shuttle and are initially held in a 
straight configuration. During this interlacing period, the warp moves up and down in the 
"crimp" plane above and below successive filling yarns. Upon release of the fabric from 
the width-restraining templates of the loom, the filling takes on a crimp and a bending of 
its own and the fabric width accordingly decreases. The warp now becomes a little 
less crimped, depending on the amount of tension applied to it during subsequent processing 
[7]. 

There are innumerable combinations and permutations of cloth weave patterns and soft 
armours exhibit differences in protection for different weaves [9]. 

Many studies have analysed the different modes of deformation of a plain weave when 
subjected to static load [7]. But the weaving effect on yarns under transverse impact is 
not well understood yet. 

Figure 5 compares the traces obtained from high speed photographs showing the upper 
portion of a single aramid yarn impacted by a fragment simulating the projectile (Fig. 5a), 
and the upper portion of an aramid fabric (Fig. 5b) impacted by the same fragment 
simulating the projectile [11,12]. Both aramids are the same. 

There have been observed wave reflections at the yarns crossovers, when the longitudinal 
wave propagating along the yarns directly impacted, (primary yarns), strikes the secondary 
yarns [4,11,12,13]. 

Roylance has observed that the wave velocity in a fabric c' is a fixed fraction of the 
wave velocity in a single fibre c, i.e. [4]. 

c 
c' = -  (12) 

K49 

l=50H t 

10 mm 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 5(a). Traces obtained from high speed photographs showing the upper portion of the impacted 
yarn. (b). Traces obtained from high speed photographs showing the upper portion of the impacted 

fabric. 
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As Roylance explains, ~ generally has a value greater than unity, which may be attributed 
to the effective increase of lineal density caused by crossovers. In a square woven fabric, 
the lineal density of a fibre along which a wave is propagating is effectively doubled. This 
retards the wave velocity according to the expression for wave speed c = (E/p) 1/2 by a factor 
of  ~ -  1 = (2 ) -  1/2 [4]. 

To take into account this longitudinal wave reflection, the model proposed adopts 
Roylance's coefficient e to obtain the wave velocity in a woven yarn (fabric) c' as a function 
of the wave velocity c in a single yarn [4]. In order to predict ballistic limit curves of soft 
armours made of n layers of fabrics, the "c'" value is introduced instead of"c" in the above 
formulae [8-11]. 

Another phenomenon observed in fabrics ballistic behaviour is the appearance of strain 
gradients in primary yarns [11-13]. This behaviour can be explained from the point of 
view of the friction theory [10]. 

During the impact of a projectile on a soft armour several friction forces can be considered: 
(i) friction between the projectile and the armour plate. Kraut, as explained by Awerbuch 

and Bodner [14] has demonstrated after a considerable amount of experimental work that 
this force could be considered as negligible. It has been assumed that this force can also 
be considered as negligible in the case of a soft armour. 

(ii) friction between different fabric layers. In order to evaluate these forces the strains 
exhibited by the different layers for a given situation of the projectile have been calculated. 
Differences obtained for projectiles travelling up to 600 m/s and soft armours with the 
properties defined below are of 0.001%. So these forces have also been neglected. 

(iii) friction between primary and secondary yarns. These friction forces are the ones 
considered in the model proposed [10]. 

If secondary yarns are considered as rods, (Fig. 6), and the only mechanism operating 
between the primary and the secondary yarns is friction, the relation between the primary 
yarn tension supporting the projectile T1 and the tension Tp supported by the same yarn 
after p secondary yarns are passed is: 

Tp=T1e -~#p (13) 

where: 
T1 
7; 

P 

is the tension supported by the primary yarn where the impact has taken place 
is the tension supported by the primary yarn after n secondary yarns are passed 
is the friction coefficient between primary and secondary yarns 
is the contact angle between primary and secondary yarns 
is the number of secondary yarns considered. 

As the yarn behaviour is linear elastic [6] the strain law is also exponential, and the 
yarn strain in the point of impact e t, and the observed ep after p secondary yarns are passed is: 

ep=el e-È~p. (14) 

Taking into account the considerations above, in armours made by n layers of a fabric 
of a defined weave, the total area of layer 'T' affected by the impact after "t" seconds will 
not be a circle of a diameter equal to the distance travelled by the wave front in a yarn, 
i.e. 2c( t -  t~), but it will be a circle of a diameter depending on the dynamic friction coefficient 
between yarns and the wave reflections. 

Fig. 6. Modelling of primary yarn and secondary yarns. 
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2.5. Material properties 
The critical velocities for projectiles perforating soft armours are in the range 400 m/s 

to 600 m/s. Thus fibres will be strained at strain rates between 10 s- 1 and 100 s-  1. Although 
during the penetration process the strain rate is variable, and therefore the fibre dynamic 
modulus is also variable, a constant dynamic modulus will be assumed. 

In Table 1 the dynamic properties of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns measured by 
Morrison and Bader are summarized [8]. 

Because the yarn is weaved its fracture strain will be smaller than that of a single yarn. 
Figure 7 compares the different values of yarns fracture strain and fabrics fracture strain 

Table 1 

Volumetric Static Static Dynamic Dynamic Strain wave 
densiO' Young modulus fracture strain Young's modulus fracture strain velocity 

Yarn (103.kgm -3) (GPa) (%) (GPa) (%) (m/s) 

K29 1.44 71 3.6 74 + 5 3.0 7000 
K49 1.45 132 + 3 2.2 95 + 5 2.2 8000 
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Fig. 7. Dynamic Young's modulus and dynamic fracture strain of yarns and fabrics vs strain velocity. 
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as function of strain velocity. In the literature studied there have not been found any 
experimental values for Kevlar 29 fabrics fracture strain. So the fracture strain of Kevlar 
29 fabrics has been estimated, supposing that Kevlar 29 fabrics show the same fracture 
strain lost because of weaving, as the Kevlar 49 ones. 

3. RESULTS 

The ballistic limit curve divides a plane in two semiplanes. The armour surface density 
SD in kg m -  2 is depicted in abcises, and in ordinates the projectile velocity V in m/s. The 
semiplane below the curve refers to those situations (SD, V) where a soft armour of a given 
surface density SD defeats a projectile impacting it at a given velocity V. The semiplane 
above the curve refers to those situations (SD, V) where a soft armour of a given surface 
density SD is perforated by a projectile travelling at a given velocity V. Points laying on 
the curve correspond to projectiles travelling at a velocity called V50 and impacting the 
armour of a given surface density SD50. Those projectiles have perforated the 50% of the 
soft armours of that surface density SD50 and have been defeated by the rest of the soft 
armours of the same surface density. 

Calculations have been performed to determine the lowest velocity V at which a given 
projectile perforates a soft armour of a given surface density SD. The generation of the 
ballistic limit curve has been run looking for that lowest velocity for a soft armour of a 
given surface density. The surface density of the armour is then increased by a half unit 
and the process repeated. 

In order to take into account the experimental scatter in determining the dynamic 
Young's modulus, simulations have been performed using different values. 

As the equation system (8) to (l 1) is solved by an iterative scheme, the influence of the 
time increment (At) value on the results has been investigated first of all. The predicted 
ballistic limit curves differ in less than 10% for At= 10 - 7  S and At= 10 - 9  S. CPU time for 
each value are between 22 seconds and 1.4 minutes for At= 10 -7 s, and 9 and 13 minutes 
for At = 10 9 s. When a quick calculation is needed it can be taken for a "At" value equal to 
10 7 s. For more accurate predictions it can be introduced for the 10 - 9  S value. 

Figure 8 illustrates the ballistic curves vs surface density predicted by the model for a 
Kevlar 29 soft armour when impacted by a fragment simulating the projectile (64 grains 

600 

E = 79 GPa 
- - -  E = 74  GF',, ~ ~. 
_ . _ _  E = : '0 GP, ,  . . ~ ' "  
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Fig. 8. Ballistic curve of a Kevlar 29 soft a rmour  made of low basis weight fabric impacted by a 
64 grains FSP. 
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FSP). Triangles are experimental values of the ballistic velocity V50 published by Du Pont 
de Nemours 115]. 

The input data defining the target are: 

fibre dynamic Young's modulus 
fibre volumetric density 
yarn diameter 
distance between yarns 
yarn fracture strain 
target dimensions 
distance between layers 

E = 74 GPa  
p - 1.44.103 kg m -  3 

= 0.25.10- 3 m 
d = 5 . 1 0  -4 m 

e,=2% 
L 1 .L2 =0.5.0.5 m 2 
h=  230.10 -6 m 

The input data defining the projectile are: 

mass m=4.147-10 -3 kg 
diameter D =  12.7.10 -3 m 
incident surface So = 2.463.10- 5 m 2 

Looking at the target input data it can be seen that the fabric simulated has been one 
of 280 g/m 2 basis weight. The experimental data known are V50 (521 m/s) of a Kevlar 299 
soft armour, (surface density equal to 6.5 kg/mZ), made of fabrics of 282 g/m 2 basis weight 
[ 13]. It can be observed that predicted ballistic curves closely match experimental values. 

The influence of fibre dynamic Young's modulus on the predicted ballistic limit curves 
may also be seen. As Laible et al. state [16] the armour ballistic behaviour is better as fibre 
dynamic Young's modulus is higher. 

Apart from the last observation, experimental scatter in determining dynamic Young's 
modulus must be taken into account. That  means that rather than one ballistic limit curve 
for each system (projectile-armour) the program predicts a ballistic limit band for that 
system. 

Figure 9 depicts the predicted ballistic limit band for other Kevlar 29 soft armour against 
a 64 grains FSP. The input data defining the target are: 

fibre dynamic Young's modulus E = 74 G P a  
fibre volumetric density p = 1.44.103 kg/m 3 
yarn diameter ¢ = 0.6- 10- 3 m 
distance between yarns d = 1.2.10-3 m 
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Fig. 9. Ballistic curve of a Kevlar 29 soft armour made of high basis weight fabric impacted by 
a 64 grains FSP. 
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Fig. 10. Compar ison  of ballistic limit curves obtained for a rmours  made of different basis weight 
fabrics. 

yarn fracture strain e r = 2% 
target dimensions L 1" L2 = 0.5.0.5 m 2 
distance between layers h = 5 0 0 ,  10 -6 m 

The input data defining the projectile are the same as above. 
These data simulate an armour made of fabrics of 678 g/m 2 basis weight. This is quite 

close to the experimental value obtained by Du Pont de Nemours [15]: the V50 value is 
463 m/s for an armour of 6.3 kg/m 2 surface density made from layers of 530 g/m 2 basis 
weight. Again, the higher the dynamic fibre Young's modulus, the better the armour ballistic 
behaviour. 

It can be observed that the fabrics modelled are both geometrically similar. 
The effect of fabric basis weight on the armour ballistic behaviour can be observed in 

Fig. 10. As Du Pont de Nemours states ballistic limit velocity for the same type of material 
(fabric), projectile, and similar surface density is higher for those armours made of layers 
of low basis weight. This phenomenon is also predicted by the model proposed. Figure 10 
verifies it comparing the ballistic limit curves predicted for both armours above. 

The influence of the projectile mass on the ballistic limit curves seems to be very poor. 
For  a 9 mm Parabellum projectile (mass = 8.2.10-3 kg), the V50 obtained by Du Pont de 
Nemours [15] is 413 m/s for a 4.2 kg/m 2 Kevlar 29 soft armour. If this value is plotted on 
the figures above a low influence of projectile mass on ballistic behaviour can be noticed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The impact behaviour of soft armours is simulated by a simple analytical model. 
2. The model permits the simulation of the penetration process into soft armours with 

much shorter computer times compared with conventional impact codes. 
3. It is believed that friction between primary and secondary yarns play an important 

role when a projectile impacts a soft armour. 
4. Predicted ballistic curves closely match experimental values when the mechanical 

properties used for modelling the armour are the dynamic ones. 
5. More experimental data on the characterization of fibrous materials at high rates of 

strain is needed. 
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